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Abstract—Proliferations and uses of Internet of Things (IoT)
services are greatly underlined by purpose-based and
autonomous compositions of IoT eco-systems. This trend is
commonly encountered in large scale IoT environments such as
Smart Cities. Consequently, expansion of IoT services affirms a
specific property of their compositions, that is, verticality. This
means shielded information flows for control, management and
data and results in web-level visibility of IoT data. Following the
recent initiatives towards horizontality-enabling solutions for
IoT, our work revisits some basic assumptions encountered when
an IoT system is built from scratch. These are relevant when
considering various deployment possibilities, applications, use of
equipment, data provisioning/sharing and facilitation of
networking tools for specifics of IoT communications. We give an
analysis of two possible deployment paths for enhancing the
horizontal information sharing and networking. One is based on
the default view of the integration of stand-alone devices and
small scale IoT networks into the IP networking suite with
scalable adaptations of discovery options such as DNS and APIs.
The other one takes a radically different approach based on novel
concepts of Information Centric Networking/Named-Data
Networking and adapts them to IoT specifics. It applies it as a
long term research direction for horizontal data distributions and
IoT search-and-discovery models in future large scale
deployment environments such as Smart Cities.
Keywords—Internet of Things, Future Internet, Smart Cities,
Information Centric Networking, Named-Data Networking

I. INTRODUCTION
Proliferation of Internet of Things (IoT) devices, services and
technologies has undoubtedly been one of the most impacting
novelty and expansion areas of telecommunications and
accompanying technology. The term IoT has been applied as a
universal meaning to a plethora of technicalities, devices and
systems with wide ranging compositions and uses. In terms of
the compositions, IoT refer both to stand-alone or small-scale
installations of communicating device(s) as well as large scale
installations of many system components in grand deployment
environments such as Smart Cities. IoT eco-systems in Smart
Cities effectively become operational as IoT services based on
the operational integration of: devices, cloud-like databases,
tools for data processing, control, management and final
delivery at the application/web-level. Observing the properties
and technicalities of the actual devices draws attention to their
varying characteristics and uses, i.e. IoT devices refer to

simple low-processing sensor nodes or actuators (or clusters),
to vehicles, then, unconstrained machines capable of smart
operations and PC-like processing [1] etc. IoT deployment
trends also show [2][3] great diversity of application areas:
from small scale eHealth, smart homes, to automation of
production processes, then, agriculture applications, smart
cities, transport applications etc.
Many of the explanations of this paper are influenced by the
diversity of issues related to IoT. Progress in the areas of IoT
shows many, both novel and ongoing, initiatives for more
organised and standardised approaches to many dimensions of
IoT deployment: from PHY/MAC to application layer [3],
integration into new standards for cellular technologies (i.e.
5G [4]), to achieving coherence of data representation tools
between databases/clouds of different IoT eco-system
providers [7][8]. It can be postulated that there is an ongoing
global effort towards aligning and consolidating the
understanding of diversity of IoT and their impact on the
existing systems. In this paper, we focus on two angles: i) the
particular technical space of networking and data provisioning
tools; ii) large scale coexisting implementations of
independent IoT devices or groups of IoT eco-systems. These
are relevant to both the support for IoT in the Internet, ecosystem architecture compositions and take their particular
significance in dense large scale urban deployment areas
called Smart Cities [9][10].
To accompany our study we observe a chronological and
consequential process of forming many relevant IoT
implementations. Many IoT-termed implementations of today
have occurred as a transformation of Wireless Sensor (and
actuator) Networks (WSNs) [1][2][5] forming IoT ecosystems typically bounded by functional and commercial
structures (e.g. a Smart City company installations). A
technical formulation can be stated from an engineering stance
as a crosscheck and reflecting on the current IoT
implementations: IoT was idealistically introduced to signify
IP-reachability of various devices as “tiny” IP hosts being
facilitated by large volume of IPv6 addresses. This approach
has its discrepancy when reflected against the current IoT ecosystems structures where achieving independent IP network
(and data) visibility for every IoT device is not the practical
requirement. Rather, the IoT eco-systems provide visibility in
an integrated and processed form at the application level.

II. FORMULATION OF IOT SPECIFICS AND CHALLENGES
A.
Issues with Vertical Composition of IoT eco-systems
An IoT system is described as vertical to denote the property
of system components organisation from devices/”things” on
the ground to presentation of data at the service/application
level [29]. Verticality is applied in a generic sense
highlighting the flow directions of control/data and setup of
architecture elements that support the deployment of IoT (e.g.
for data collection purposes)1. Figure 1 sketches a simplified
layout of IoT eco-system architecture components. The chosen
IoT eco-system setup shows a large scale deployment of IoTs
in Smart City environments, consisting of installations of
“things” at the physical (ground) level, their communications
via access infrastructure (e.g. cellular networks, WiFi hotspots etc.), then, via Internet communications to the
installations of a vertical IoT service provider with data
processing facilities (e.g. a cloud infrastructure) and final
delivery of digested data in the forms of services and
applications towards the users. This setup assumes digestion
of situations on the physical/ground levels, exposed via data
collections, by processing data and presentation at the
application level. This summarises the vertical composition of
an IoT eco-system.

Figure 1. An example generic setup of a vertical IoT eco-system

Existence of many separate IoT eco-systems in Smart Cities of
today induces a challenge of enabling their interoperability in
exchanges and correlations of data at the data processing
and/or cloud level (e.g. using standardized semantics or
ontological data structures [7][8][11]). Aligning complex data
structures between different eco-systems is a burdensome task
at the system-level both in terms of the logic applied to link
the data and lack of openness for complete interoperability. In
addition, some properties of verticality would still apply
(visibility of processed data at the application level) even if
ideal aligning between the data models is achieved.

1

European Commission project call ICT 30 in 2015 “The biggest challenge
will be to overcome the fragmentation of vertically-oriented closed systems,
architectures and application areas and move towards open systems and
platforms that support multiple applications.”

B. Challenges for Horizontal Information Sharing and
Networking
We apply the concept of IoT horizontality as existences of
deployment situations and supporting functionality that allow
processes of IoT discovery and service provisioning in
manners not bound to vertical installations of IoT eco-systems.
Hence, the IoT service is not to be discovered and utilised
only using specific web-level presentation of IoT data but as
inherent and integrated features of the future networks. We
note that this might already be a work-in-progress whereas we
discuss some open and needed changes in the Internet
functionalities and use of novel networking paradigms. Some
specific challenges and observations are listed below,
highlighting the need for IoT horizontality (more is given in
[29]):
• An underling consensus of the global IoT initiatives and
visions confirms IP reachability and connectivity as the
defining property of IoT communications, i.e. facilitated by
IPv6 addresses. It is projected that there will be billions of
IoT devices by the end of this decade [6] by unleashing the
IPv6’s addresses. Many of the deployed devices would be
independent installations that are not bound to commercial
and functional compositions of an IoT eco-system provider.
As IETF provides the tools for hosting IP protocol on IoT
“tiny” devices [12][13][14], the challenge is how to
accommodate large population of IP hosts regarding the
Internet functions such as DNS, APIs, topological
configuration of IP address, Service Provider logic etc.
• Many of the challenges surface when IoT are considered
from the commercial deployment perspective specifically in
deployment areas such as Smart Cities2. Communication
paradigm for IoT differs from the conventional Internet,
which is built on “human-to-human” or “human-to-server”
communication model [13][23]. IoT communications are
combinations
of
“device-to-device/human/database/
automation…” models and vice versa.
• IoT deployment is marked by the specific action of device
configuration. This is a process of software and hardware
setup that ensures operation and communication of IoT
devices. This action requires dedicated engineer skills and
has greatly been the reason for the nature and properties of
current IoT systems (i.e. verticality and evolution of early
sensor network installations). It is a significant constraint to
global and liberalised deployment of IoT devices as many
users often do not possess sufficient skills to configure and
setup IoT devices. Hence, horizontal enablers are needed to
ease the deployment process. Commercial forecasts
accordingly highlight the device management as the risk
associated with deployment of IoT devices at large scale3.
• Another facilitator of horizontality can be looked for in the
vision of Named-Data Networking (NDN) [15][16][17] for
IoT that stems from the novel ideas and proposals of
2
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Information Centric Networking [18][19]. The vision is
founded on the principle that IoT communications are
typically concerned with data provisioning of small chunks
of data (several bytes) that are named as the types of sensory
or actuation purposes of IoT devices (e.g. temperature,
pollution, meter readings, then, light/equipment on/off
statuses). NDN is based on address-less routing, where the
search packet specifies the Interest and upon Interest/data
discovery in its upstream path, returns the content to the
seeker host. Such a paradigm accordingly fits with the IoT
communications and is currently applied to cases searching
data in buildings, vehicles [20][21][22] etc. We extend the
vision with a proposal for more comprehensive search and
discovery data items that would not only identify the value
of the sensory or actuation equipment, but provide the
geographical, network-based, ownership-based search and
discovery of IoT devices and services in large scale
deployment areas such as Smart Cities.
The following sections discuss two development paths for
horizontal deployment of IoT devices. The first one discusses
support of the standard Internet suite for accommodating large
scale IoT populations. The second one summarises a long term
vision [29] of extending NDN concepts to comprehensive
discovery of IoT devices and services in large scale urban
deployments.
III. FITTING IOT DEVICE POPULATIONS IN THE INTERNET
A. Example IoT Architecture Composition
Independent IoT devices are yet to be seamlessly integrated in
the Internet protocol suite. Barriers are in the accommodation
of large scale populations of IoT devices in the Internet as well
as in the availability of practical skills for setting up of
hardware and software. Our university setup strategy for IoT
deployments and accompanying functionality is depicted in
Figure 2 [23][24]. The development is carried as a test-bed
platform termed as a multipurpose and generic IoT system. Its
multipurpose is ascribed to the property that it can be
deployed for various application scenarios from pure
networking research to applications such as Smart Cities and
Smart Agriculture. In addition, generic properties are
associated with functionalities of devices that have
functionality that can be adapted, usually with network
administrator interventions, to many different purposes and
configurations.
The protocol composition of the IoT network is given in
Figure 3 [24]. In essence, the architecture consist of two types
of IoT devices (processing and gathering devices with either
sensory and actuation components) and two types of IoT
Gateways (with standard and localised processing
capabilities). Choices behind the features are explained in
[24]. The network is setup to function using a model of data
provisioning in two ways:
1. Data provisioning using a centralised data storage and
application delivery: Data is gathered in a centralised
platform and delivered in a manner suitable to application
requirements. Ranges of applications are diverse subject to

data processing and extractions from the centralised platform.
Such a model follows the vertical setups of IoT eco-systems.
2. Deployment of IoT Devices as independent “tiny” IP
hosts: Provided by the features of CoAP [14] and
CoAP/HTTP proxying [25], data collections from IoT devices
are possible “directly” via standard Internet communications.
The process can involve direct communications using an IP
address of an IoT device (in case it is stand-alone) or via an
IoT Gateway that connects its local cluster of IoT devices to
the Internet.

Figure 2: Basic configuration of a multipurpose and generic IoT device
deployment strategy

Figure 3: Composition of protocols for multipurpose and generic IoT
networks [24]

B. Discussion on the Deployment Requirements
The architecture provides some options that are driven by
considerations of uses, applications and commercialisation.
These options can be discussed as general considerations for
IoT deployments in the Internet:
- (Horizontal) IoT Service Provider: We note a necessity for
formulating IoT Service Provider that allows its customers a
generic and multipurpose service of IoT deployments, both
using a centralised data platform and using independent IoT
device/cluster deployment. The former is common nowadays,
while the latter (i.e. Horizontal) is deemed needed due to skills
required to setup and connect IoT devices as IP hosts, often not
possible by customers themselves (this option is the focus
below). This step largely differs from setting up of a

conventional IP host in an office or home. In addition, such a
(Horizontal) IoT Service Provider might not able to associate
the connectivity of its IoT devices with the physical
connectivity to its network (i.e. IoT Service Provider need not
own an access network). This differs from the configuration of
existing ISP providers for regular Internet hosts/customers.
Rather, IoT devices by nature of the deployments are often
scattered and connected over various access networks and
physical location (e.g. in diverse locations in cities)4.
- IPv(6) Addressing: It is realistic to assume that locations of
IoT devices are not to be bound to deterministic network
locations (subject to customers preferences) and that such
configuration might not be static, i.e. IoT can be mobile (e.g.
vehicular, re-deployments etc). Following this, sole assignment
of IPv6 addresses might not suffice to enable the connectivity
of large populations of IoT devices to the Internet. It is often
the case in the current networks that IP hosts receive a
temporary IP address (or private IP address due to Network
Address Translation). A question might be how to bind an IP
address of an independent IoT device into DNS. In other
words, assuming a standard API such as REST is applied to
pinpoint data unto an IoT device, i.e. DNS needs to resolve the
IoT device’s URL/URI to the exact network location/address.
- IoT DNS Extensions: Limitations of DNS for IoT
Networking via Internet (i.e. TCP/IP architecture) are already
noted in [26] considering DNS-based service discovery (DNSSD) [27] and CoAP based Resource Discovery [28]. However,
these discoveries are relevant when IP address of an IoT
Gateway or device is known and where a resource can then be
appropriately queried. In the model we advocate, it is assumed
that customers usually know the resources they want to fetch or
control, hence, the priority is in establishing a simplified means
of reaching the device. In the horizontal deployment discussed
in this paper, we focus on resolving large scale URL/URI-to-IP
address mappings to locate the IoT device(s). We foresee some
options for modifications of the standard DNS mechanisms and
extension of APIs (e.g. REST API) to accommodate for the
specifics of IoT deployments:
a) Extensions to DNS’s name-to-address resolving steps:
Devices’ names and query can be contained in the URL/URI
description of the IoT. This step supplements and/or precedes
the mentioned CoAP Resource Discovery and its Link
Formats and assumes that users/customers will ping their
devices with pre-set names and known resources. Such an
assumption is based on the existence of the IoT Service
Provider. An example URL/URI structure can include an IoT
Service Provider’s domain name (e.g. http/coap://etf.me)
followed by URI/URN fields such as path and query that can
contain the device’s name and preset syntax describing its
resource or a more complex query logic.
b) Scaling DNS by localised Registries: Following the
described model for (Horizontal) IoT Service Providers and
the global projections for billions of IoT connected devices it
is reasonable to expect that DNS needs to be scalable to
accommodate for the explosion of “tiny” IP hosts. We
4
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IoT provider networks

foresee a two-way DNS URL/URI resolving where the first
address resolving can point to a localised IoT DNS/Registry
that keeps bindings of current IP addresses of IoT
Devices/Gateways and redirects the application layer request
(e.g. using HTTP/CoAP redirection) to provide the current
address of the IoT device (analogous to dynamic DNS or
mobility management agents). It is assumed that this step will
contain the necessary authentication and protection against
malicious attacks (e.g. by naming or authentication steps)
before returning the address locations of IoT devices.
IV. VISION OF EXTENDED NAMED-DATA NETWORKING FOR IOT
NDN paradigm fits with the nature and requirements of IoT
communications. As much of the IoT communication is
proactive and concerned with data delivery of small chunks of
data, using a search driven NDN routing can accordingly fit
with distribution of data from IoT devices. There are already
numerous positioning papers and trial solutions that couple
NDN concepts [18][19] and IoT deployment [15][16][19][20]
[21][22]. As NDN is about using “data interest” as the search
and routing pointer, the IP discovery methods such as the
conventional DNS are obsolete. Examples of IoT NDN
implementations include setting up of data repositories in
buildings where sensory/actuation data is obtained using the
data search, then, vehicular network etc. The search usually
reflects the nature of sensory/actuation hardware (i.e. the name
of the data) and it is fairly simple (e.g. room temperature in a
building etc).
We extend the thinking behind the NDN application for IoT
with a vision of a broader inclusion of search items, that is,
data names that describe IoT devices. This leads to the metadata that would present the comprehensive description of IoT
devices and include some of the following items for its
discovery (more is given in [29]):
- Physical location: a search can include the actual physical
location as the main search criteria, e.g. a city region such as a
square, geographical coordinates/tags, streets, buildings etc.
Currently, users refer to prior knowledge of the web
address/apps of the IoT provider in the relevant area. Running a
web-level search using a city’s region as the IoT-search-item
would be rather inefficient in finding the local devices and
services.
- Timely dimension: values, statues and device populations are
highly dynamic.
- Ownerships: knowing the responsible company, public body
or individuals that own the IoT devices or services and certify
the data, would make the search and data fetching more
meaningful. It would define the trust and data integrity
framework.
- Connectivity: a defining item of the search can include
network or access location, such a seeking specific (cellular)
network operators or wireless access points. This option can
also apply addresses (e.g. IP address or subnet).
- Data Type, Name, Status and Query Logic: running a
generic search such as “weather conditions”, a URI path/query
segment, or applying a simple query logic (e.g. seek only
weather values from a public provider/owner in a city area)

would render a targeted and relevant resolving of the
information and is already contained in NDN solutions for IoT.
The search for IoT devices and their data and services
would be an opportunistic and near-match action. The
vision is targeted as a future research direction for large scale
implementation of IoT devices such as in Smart Cities. As
shown in Figure 4, locations of data repositories can be
distributed at various locations in networks, from gateways, to
elements in the access infrastructure to public/private databases
with web-level maps in cities.
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Figure 4: Examples of locations of IoT data for NDN-driven horizontal
networking for IoT communications (from [29])
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V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper contains an analysis of deployment options for IoT
termed as horizontal and discusses topics that diverge from the
current typical configurations of IoT eco-system. The current
eco-system generally fit into a structure that is considered as
vertical, referring to the composition of the elements of the
eco-system, from IoT devices to web-level applications. Such
configurations are relevant to deployments of IoT in large scale
urban environments, i.e. Smart Cities. We give two alternatives
driven by the expectation that IoT will be deployed in a
liberalised manner not bounded by provider services of today.
The first alternative observes adaptations needed in the
conventional Internet setups for supporting a large population
of IoT devices. The other one considers extensions to NDN
novel routing paradigms that can fit with the nature of IoT
communications.
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